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changing, switching, and even swallow-
ing coins.

How about a coin assembly with silver
dollars and without any of the usual
Matrix moves? Perform Field of Dreams
and your audience will love the magic
and remember the story forever.

The Watch, Wallet, and Ring is magical
theatre at its best. The magician turns
the table on a holdup man. Best of all
no holdout is used.

Once you’ve mastered the mechanics, 
you will have in your possession a sleight
of hand arsenal that will serve you well
into the 21st century.

About The Author

LARRY BARNOWSKY, born in 1950, 
has been doing magic since age 11
when he discovered his grandfather’s
old trunk filled with escape apparatus
hidden in the attic.

He is involved in all facets of magic
from developing and performing sleight
of hand routines to designing and con-
structing magic effects and illusions.
In addition, he collects vintage magic
apparatus.

Performing as Count Elmsley, he
treats his audience to Coin and Card
Manipulations as well as classics such
as The Cups and Balls and The Linking
Rings.

He spends his work day as a physician
specializing in diagnostic and interven-
tional radiology. In his spare time, he
composes music for piano. Larry lives
in Cooperstown, NY with his wife Esther
and dog Okito.

I
f you’re familiar with basic coin
magic, and are ready to take that
next step to acquire skills that will

bring you to the cutting edge of sleight
of hand, then 21st Century Coin Mechanics

may be the resource you’ve been waiting
for.

Twelve original sleights, numerous 
other moves and variations, and eleven
routines are described in step-by-step
detail complete with the exact perform-
ance script, and illustrated with over
300 sharp black and white photographs.

Learn the Pivoting Changeover Palm 

and you’ll soon be baffling your audience
with Larry’s signature routine, Coins

From Vegas.

Once you have perfected the Double

Helix Change, your sleight of hand
will look like trick photography. With it,
Lucky Chinese Coin will leave your aud-
ience spellbound.

The Flying Changeover Palm will
completely change the way you perform
coin magic. Use it as a vanish, an ac-
quitment, or a false count.

The Universal Retention Vanish gives
you an exceptional tool for vanishing,


